
The first cryptocurrency that is used to develop sex with robots



Web : sexolete.com
Twitter : https://twitter.com/sexolete
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/xolecoin
Youtube :https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCul9kQlmpGOSgoscztdrllg?view_as=subscriber
Google+ :https://plus.google.com/u/0/113174202755896290419

Sexolete will be the first platform where you can rent 'Intelligent' sex doll and you can test and buy the 
latest sex technologies using the Xolo coin.
Xolo will invest 10% of the money in research and development of intelligent dolls.
At least 1 in 5 people would have sex with robots over the next 10 years, so Demand is huge, so the 
profit rate .

The world of Cryptocurrency and Blockchains are responsible for driving the entire globe to opt for a
more reliable and trusted cashless economy. Cryptocurrencies allow for the transition of power back
to consumers allowing them to determine their value without the need of a centralized bank. These
technologies are revolutionizing the thought process of start-ups, entrepreneurs, investors and
businesses diverting many of them from fiat to digital currency.



INTRODUCTION

In 2016, the cryptocurrency had a total market capitalization of 17.4 billion USD. By
the end of the first two quarters in 2017, the total market capitalization had rapidly
increased to over $100 Billion USD [1]. Obviously, the appeal of blockchain
technology is quickly growing. Sexolete is making use of this new, highly
sophisticated group of individuals to create one of the world’s most highly demanded
labor pools.
As the crypto-market continues to grow, so will the demand for cryptocurrency
developers as well as meaningful ways to utilize bitcoins, Ethereum, and other
cryptocurrencies. However, not all cryptocurrencies will have as much tangible trade
value
as you might expect; especially in terms of real-world skilled labor exchange.
We will also provide the world’s first, on-demand, direct-accountability charity
economy.
This way people can post charitable works that need to be realized and others can up
vote,
down-vote, or apply to complete the charitable deed themselves. The charitable
side
is paid for by a 50/50 split of fees generated by the profit-side of our platform.
Fifty-percent goes back in as charitable reinvestment; and the other fifty-percent is
used for normal business expenses such as salaries, maintenance, and growth.



“Porn” probably the most silently used word in the world. Every single person in planet 
Earth(don’t know about Aliens) have at-least once watched a porn scene. Some people may 
ignore, more precisely, may publicly ignore as in the first line we have already told that it is 
the most “silently” used word.
According to various reports, currently, the porn industry’s net worth is about $97 billion. This 
money is enough to feed at-least 4.8 billion people a day. Every year, Hollywood releases 
roughly 600 movies and makes $10 billion in profit. And how much porn industry makes? 
13,000 films and close to $15 billion in profit. The porn industry makes more money than 
Major League Baseball, The NFL and The NBA combined.

Minimum 1 in 5 People Would Have Sex with Robots in next 10 years so Demand is huge, so the profit rate .



GROWTH

The increase in market cap has led to interest from a range of 
investors, both small and
big. All of these investors are flocking to cryptocurrency similar 
to a modern-day gold
rush.
The rise of the altcoins, which are alternate coins (other than 
bitcoin, such as
Ethereum, Ripple, Litecoin, etc.), have been responsible for an 
estimated $57 billion
dollars increase in total market cap since Q4 2016, 
exponentially adding to the growth
of the crypto-space.



THE NEED

The rapid increase in market prices along with the increasing realization of credibility
and opportunities when it comes to blockchain technologies has led many to enter the
cryptocurrency markets.

However, despite their best intentions, many 
of these projects have failed to produce
useable or purposeful coins worthy of 
investment. After this initial “gold rush/
Honeymoon” phase, developers may or may 
not come follow through with the
promised goods and investors will have sold 
out, leaving the company hurting for
continued growth. This is the equivalent to 
the whole market being built on a slash
and-burn farming technique, which uses up 
all available resources, leaving a desolate
land when nothing is left to pillage.



CURRENT JOB MARKETPLACE WOES

This is where we will come in to reinvent the system so to speak. We will not only
fulfill the need for people to spend cryptocurrency in purposeful and constructive ways
through our ICO platform, but we will also create a demand for charitable works that
will be funded through our platform as well. Without this model, people will be stuck
using inefficient forums, message boards, and constrained hiring websites to find
qualified talent. None of these older models fit with the decentralized, low-regulation
vibe of cryptocurrency and therefore a major overhaul is needed. Currently, most
employee marketplace platforms charge enormous fees for both the companies and the
employees using the platform. These fees can range from hundreds of dollars a month
to thousands of dollars per month, depending on the size of the enterprise. Not only
will they deliver questionable returns on investments after the fees are considered, but
many of them lockup money for weeks on end; killing any sort of timeline driven
productivity or resource management on the business side. This can result in a lowest
common denominator system forcing itself to take flight. Everyone looks for the best
rates, yet they don’t have any real way to pay people immediately to start work. This
results in poor matchings and an inefficient hub for the multitude of workers flooding
into this booming online economy.
There are many solid and astonishingly-innovative ICO startup platforms, but none of
them that operate on a labor-backed currency in order to create a sustainable demand
and drive for an efficient labor-barter system. The rest of the startup platforms will
just be backed by company specific tokens, which won’t be widely-traded, creating a
glass ceiling of sorts. Our model will help give sustainable-dollar back-able life to
this new 200 billion-dollar market in the form of crypto-only jobs and directly
accountable, charitable service requests.



THE PLATFORM

The Sexolete Platform will invest in researching and developing one of the most 
futures business (intelligent robots) and the sexiest topic in our life (sex) 
developing intelligent sex robots.

Using the platform, you will be able to:

❖Rent smart sex toys
❖Buy smart sex toys
❖Use the coin (xolo) in different online 

payments
❖Invest in robot research and development
❖Hire amazing teams to assemble new and 

innovative robots



PRE/CROWDSALE
The presale is necessary to distribute tokens, to gain product development, to promote

awareness of our business, and to gather startup funds. During the presale, XOLO
tokens will be sold at a discounted rate, while they will be marked up during the crowd

sale and platform launch. There is a 100,000,000 cap to the number of XOLO tokens
Generated.

TOKEN SALE
Token contract will be based on Token Wizard. Token will be compatible with

ERC20 token standard and publish contracts on the Ethereum network, verify them in Etherscan.

NAME Sexolete

SYMBOL Xolo

DECYMALS 18

ERC20 TOKEN PARAMETERS



Crowdsale page click here
If that link does not work, copy this URL : 
https://wizard.oracles.org/crowdsale/?addr=0x83797cA9Ae643d59526fAa03771c4938a743A06b&networkID=1

To be able to buy a token you need MetaMask , download here

MetaMask is a bridge that allows you to visit the distributed web of tomorrow in your browser today. 
It allows you to run Ethereum dApps right in your browser without running a full Ethereum node.
MetaMask includes a secure identity vault, providing a user interface to manage your identities on 
different sites and sign blockchain transactions.

You can install the MetaMask add-on in Chrome, Firefox, Opera, and the new Brave browser. If you’re a 
developer, you can start developing with MetaMask today.
Our mission is to make Ethereum as easy to use for as many people as possible.

https://wizard.oracles.org/crowdsale/?addr=0x83797cA9Ae643d59526fAa03771c4938a743A06b&networkID=1
https://wizard.oracles.org/crowdsale/?addr=0x83797cA9Ae643d59526fAa03771c4938a743A06b&networkID=1
https://metamask.io/
https://metamask.io/
https://metamask.io/


Price without bonuses: 1 ETH = 1000 Xolo

ICO start date: 10/03/2018

ICO end date: 15/04/2018

Tokens available (Hard Cap): 100,000,000 (tokens sold on Pre-
ICO included)

Tokens reserved for Founder: 10% (10,000,000)



Name Start time End time Price Cap

1 PrePreICO BONUS 
450%

10/03/18 12:00 12/03/18 12:00 1 ETH = 4500 Xolo 10,000,000

2 PreICO BONUS 200% 12/03/18 12:01 16/03/18 12:00 1 ETH = 2000 Xolo 10,000,000

3 ICO SEXOLETE (xolo) 16/03/18 12:01 15/04/18 12:00 1 ETH = 1000 Xolo 80,000,000

Crowdsale Contract Address: 0x83797cA9Ae643d59526fAa03771c4938a743A06b
Token Address: 0x060029529f80033bb1b0800Fbc524E6a09323537
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